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.1. Recommendation:
Major Revision
omments to Author:
The authors use 15 paired, nested basins to assess the degree to which area scaling can be used to predict discharge in
ested basins in the Catskill region of NY. The paper is well written and well presented.
I do have some concern with the novelty of the content. While the strength of area scaling has not been explicitly noted
efore for this region, area scaling is already widely used, at least implicitly, in hydrology. For instance, documentation
n USGS StreamStats for NY speciﬁcally investigates simple area-ratio models (Lumia et al., 2006, Table 3. see below).
dditionally, area ratio scaling has been used to estimate discharge in ungaged watersheds in the Great Lakes basin for more
han two decades (see details from Fry et al., 2012. WRR, 49, 1-12.)
To enhance the novelty of this, I might suggest asking the question whether the area ratio actually works better for nested
asins than for regionally similar but non-nested basins. In most past cases, area scaling has been applied to watersheds
n close proximity but not necessarily nested. It could be informative to indicate whether being nested is really any more
mportant than being in close proximity. The authors could develop additional ﬂow-ﬂow relationships among basins in the
atskills that are not nested.
Some additional minor comments are below:
1. It would be useful to add more references speciﬁc to New York that also look at scaling of ﬂow among watersheds of
ifferent sizes. This includes:
Shaman, J., M.  Stieglitz, and D. Burns (2004), Are big basins just the sum of small catchments?, Hydrol. Processes, 18,
195-3206, doi:10.1002/hyp.5739.
Lumia, Richard, Freehafer, D.A., and Smith, M.J., 2006, Magnitude and Frequency of Floods in New York: U.S. Geological
urvey Scientiﬁc Investigations Report 2006-5112, 152 p. (http://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2006/5112/)
2. While the area ratios are already reported, it would be helpful to additionally report the actual area of the watersheds.
t is likely there is some minimum and maximum size watershed at which the relationship does break down. For instance,
ome small, ﬁrst-order watersheds (i.e. < 20 ha) may  be spring fed while others may  rely more on soil water; using area ratio
lone wouldn’t be able to distinguish between these.
This is in some ways related to work done on the representative elementary area concept:
Woods, R., M.  Sivapalan, and M.  Duncan (1995), Investigating the representative elementary area concept: An approachased on ﬁeld data, Hydrol. Processes, 9, 291-312.
3. Related to Point 2, it seems that many of the smallest area ratios (Pairs 1, 6, and 13 have the lowest R2 for the functional
elation (Beaver Kill is the exception). It would seem possible that for many of these smaller basins, one is hitting a limit at
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which features in the smallest basins are not represented on the larger basins. There might be helpful to directly investigate
some of these pairs.
Right now, the authors are only illustrating the ﬂow-ﬂow relationship for Bush Kill, a site with one of the highest R2.Stephen B. Shaw
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